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Jan Kallberg  March 10
NATO member country flags are seen outside NATO headquarters in Brussels. (Virginia Mayo/AP)
After U.S. forces implement the multidomain operations (MDO) concept, they will have
entered a new level of complexity, with multidomain rapid execution and increased technical
abilities and capacities. The U.S. modernization efforts enhance the country’s forces, but they
also increase the technological disparity and challenges for NATO.
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A future fight in Europe is likely to be a rapidly unfolding event, which could occur as an fait
accompli attack on the NATO Eastern front. A rapid advancement from the adversary to gain
as much terrain and bargaining power before the arrival of major U.S. formations from the
continental U.S.
According to the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) Pamphlet 525-3-1,
“The U.S. Army in Multi-Domain Operations 2028,” a “fait accompli attack is intended to
achieve military and political objectives rapidly and then to quickly consolidate those gains so
that any attempt to reverse the action by the [United States] would entail unacceptable cost
and risk.”
In a fait accompli scenario, limited U.S. Forces are in theater, and the initial fight rely on the
abilities of the East European NATO forces. The mix is a high-low composition of highly
capable but small, rapid response units from major NATO countries and regional friendly
forces with less ability.
The wartime mobilization units and reserves of the East European NATO forces follow a 1990s
standard, to a high degree, with partial upgrades in communications and technical systems.
They represent a technical generation behind today’s U.S. forces. Even if these dedicated
NATO allies are launching modernization initiatives and replace old legacy hardware (T72,
BTR, BMP, post-Cold War-donated NATO surplus) with modern equipment, it is a
replacement cycle that will require up to two decades before it is completed. Smaller East
European NATO nations tend to have faster executed modernization programs, due to the
limited number of units, but they still face the issue of integrating a variety of inherited
hardware, donated Cold War surplus, and recently purchased equipment.
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The challenge is NATO MDO integration and creating an able, coherent fighting force. In
MDO, the central idea is to disintegrate and break loose to move the fight deep into enemy
territory to disintegrate. The definition of disintegration is presented by TRADOC Pamphlet
525-3-1 as: “Dis-integrate refers to breaking the coherence of the enemy’s system by
destroying or disrupting its subcomponents (such as command and control means, intelligence
collection, critical nodes, etc.) degrading its ability to conduct operations while leading to a
rapid collapse of the enemy’s capabilities or will to fight. This definition revises the current
doctrinal defeat mechanism disintegrate.” The utility of MDO in a NATO framework requires a
broad implementation of the concept within the NATO forces, not only for the U.S.
The concept of disintegration has its similar concept in Russian military thought and doctrine
defined as disorganization. The Russian concept seeks to deny command and control
structures the ability to communicate and lead, by jamming, cyber or physical destruction.
Historically, Russian doctrine has been focused on exploiting the defending force ability to
coordinate, seeking to encircle, and maintain a rapid advancement deep in the territory
seeking for the defense to collapse. From a Russian perspective, key to success of a fait
accompli attack is its ability to deny NATO-U.S. joint operations and exploit NATO inability to
create a coherent multinational and technologically diverse fighting posture. The concept of
disorganization has emerged strongly the last five years in how the Russians see the future
fight. It would not be too farfetched to assume that the Russian leadership sees an opportunity
in exploiting NATO’s inability to coordinate and integrate all elements in the fight.
The lingering concern is how a further technologically advanced and doctrinally complex U.S.
force can get the leverage embedded in these advances if the initial fight occurs in an
operational environment where the rapidly mobilized East-European NATO forces are two
technological generations behind — especially when the Russian disorganization concept
appears to be aiming to deny that leverage and exploit the fragmented NATO force.
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NATO has been extremely successful safeguarding the peace since its creation in 1949. NATO
integration was easier in the 1970s, with large NATO formations in West Germany and less
countries involved. Multinational NATO forces had exercises continuously and active
interaction among leaders, units and planners. Even then, the Soviet/Russian concepts were to
break up and overrun the defenses, and strike deep in the territory.
In the light of increased NATO technical disparity in the multinational forces, and potential
doctrinal misalignment in the larger Allied force, add to the strengthened Russian interest to
exploit these conditions, these observations should drive a stronger focus on NATO
integration.
The future fight will not occur at a national training center. If it happens in Eastern Europe, it
will be a fight fought together with European allies, from numerous countries, in a terrain they
know better. As we enter a new era of great power competition, the U.S. brings ability, capacity
and technology that will ensure NATO mission success if well-integrated in the multinational
fighting force.
Jan Kallberg is a scientist at the Army Cyber Institute at West Point and an assistant
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Military Academy or the Defense Department.
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